Fintelum Agent Terms
Fintelum has established Agent program for persons (the Agent, you, your) wishing to
introduce new potential clients who are token issuers to Fintelum according to the following
Terms.
1. These Terms shall be read in conjunction with Fintelum Terms of Use and Agent
Agreement that you may be required to sign between yourself and Fintelum.
2. By signing up as an Agent you agree to become and act as an introducing intermediary to
attract token issuers to Fintelum for its ICO/STO launch and after-services platform.
3. You agree to be contacted by Fintelum team and receive communication and marketing
materials about Fintelum and its services.
4. You agree to distribute only true, up-to-date and accurate information about Fintelum
and its services in a professional and non-defamatory manner without making any harm to
Fintelum and its interests.
5. You will be eligible to an Agent fee where you have personally and pro-actively
approached potential new token issuers which we have not communicated before, and
directly facilitated in their on-barding as actual Fintelum clients. You agree to participate in
the calls and other communication with potential token issuers that you have introduced.
6. Agent fee will be paid once we have received any actual payment from the new client
attracted by you. Specific amounts and payment terms will be stipulated in the Agent
Agreement that you agree to sign. Fintelum will provide you with accurate information
about qualifying payments.
7. Fintelum may in its absolute discretion, refuse to enter into a service agreement with any
potential token issuer introduced by you.

8. Any marketing material offered for your use remains the intellectual property of Fintelum.
If you reproduce and or make amendments to the material in any way, be it print, website,
email or any other medium, you agree only to use it for the sole purpose of promoting
Fintelum.
9. You agree to comply with all applicable laws, tax laws, regulations and other rules that
apply in your jurisdiction.
10. You will promote Fintelum without abusing any anti-spam and privacy regulations.
Fintelum reserves the right to terminate your participation in Agent program and suspend
payments if we receive complaints.
11. When promoting Fintelum via email you acknowledge that you accept liability for
ensuring your email lists are up-to-date, that all email lists are “opt-in” only and fully
compliant with data protection and anti-spam regulations.

12. Fintelum may terminate your participation in Agent program and suspend any payments
if your breach these Terms, Agent Agreement or other applicable rules. Fintelum would use
such rights only in good faith to avoid harm being made to the company.
13. You acknowledge that Fintelum at any time may terminate the Agent program or change
terms of the program.
14. If we modify the terms of Agent program, we will post any modifications on the
fintelum.com website. If you continue participation in the Agent program after the
modification then this shall constitute consent to any modifications.
15. You agree and acknowledge that we may require any KYC/AML information prior to
paying out any fees to you, and you should provide this information within 10 working days.
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